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Abstract:Proficient analysts should all the more completely comprehend the risks of online sexual sales 

and manners by which to shield youth from sexual stalkers who utilize the Internet. Albeit the Internet has 

numerous positive angles, quite possibly the most malicious aspect is its expected use for online sexual 

predation. The Internet addresses a medium that permits sexual stalkers admittance to innumerable kids in 

a moderately mysterious climate. The primary goal of our task is to distinguish kid hunter base on remarks 

and post of web-based media account and send hunter record to digital cell admin. A late public review 

demonstrated that around one out of five youth are requested for sex over the Internet yearly (Finkelhor, 

Mitchell, and Wolak, 2000; Mitchell, Finkelhor, and Wolak, 2001). This task report presents our present 

advancement to empower the formation of the framework. Thus, with the created framework, youngster 

hunter accounts recognition any report to administrator for additional activity. 
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